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Problem Definition. Most industrial innovations consist of multiple interacting components that must be

combined into a final product to form an integrated system. When procuring such complex innovations from

their suppliers, buyers face a substantial challenge: Should they tender the integrated system as a whole or,

instead, procure the system’s components individually from (possibly) different suppliers?

Academic/Practical Relevance. Suppliers have become a major source of innovation for many firms, so buyers

ponder how best to structure their procurement efforts. This paper offers guidance on how complex industrial

products can be optimally sourced when the buyer’s primary goal is to identify and incentivize innovation.

In contrast, most previous research on procurement has concentrated on cost reduction efforts.

Methodology. We use a game-theoretic model to design and compare different procurement mechanisms that

allow a buying firm to tap into the innovation potential of its supplier base.

Results. Three factors largely determine whether a buyer should procure an integrated system or individual

components—namely, the novelty of the innovation to be sourced, the size of the supplier base, and the extent

and distribution of component integration costs. We demonstrate how buyers can improve the effectiveness

of procurement mechanisms via active supplier management.

Managerial Implications. Our study provides clear guidelines for managers seeking to source complex indus-

trial innovation. The recommendations presented here reveal how the optimal procurement mechanism

changes with the characteristics of the desired product and of the buyer’s supplier base.

Key words : innovation contest; industrial procurement; tournament; product component; modular system

1. Introduction

Innovative products are a key source of competitive advantage in many industries (Pisano 2015).

Firms have traditionally sought to innovate by undertaking internal research and development.

More recently, however, the focus has shifted to an alternative source of innovation: the firm’s

supplier base (Cabral et al. 2006). When thus procuring innovation from the outside, a company
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faces the challenge of how best to structure its procurement efforts so that it can fully exploit

and perhaps further stimulate its suppliers’ innovative potential (Scotchmer 2004). The search for

practical and effective procurement mechanisms for innovative products has identified contests as

a promising avenue (Cabral et al. 2006). However, this reality is currently not well reflected in

the academic literature: most work on contests discusses a wide array of settings, which range

from political competition to R&D management (Konrad 2009), yet fails to address key questions

in the domain of (industrial) procurement. Most notably, existing contest theory focuses almost

exclusively on the procurement of a single product (e.g., Taylor 1995), thus ignoring the technical

reality that most industrial innovations consist of multiple interacting components that must be

combined into a final product to form an integrated system. Inspired by this mismatch, our paper

looks to bridge the gap between contest theory and industrial procurement practices by asking:

When should a firm tender an integrated system as a whole, and when should it rather procure

individual system components from one or more suppliers?

The automotive industry exemplifies the effective use of suppliers as a source of complex innova-

tions. Some of its biggest inventions, especially electronic and “mechatronic” advancements, have

indeed been driven mostly by suppliers; prime examples include the ABS system introduced by

Bosch and the LED headlamp brought to market by Magneti Marelli and Koito. Perhaps even

more significant is that suppliers are now responsible also for much of the mundane innovation—

including, for instance, the design and development of suspension systems (Liker and Choi 2004),

aesthetically appealing convertible roofs (Langner and Seidel 2009), and car seats (Liker and Meier

2006).

All these examples share two features that are common to the procurement of many complex

industrial innovations. First, when conceptualizing a vehicle’s main subsystems, car manufacturers

often view them as a realm for innovation and thus as a competitive advantage to be harnessed—

that is, instead of simply as a cost to be minimized. Second, suppliers have a firmer grasp on

the underlying technology and hence a somewhat better vision of what types of innovation can

be expected. Yet not even suppliers can predict exact innovation outcomes up front because, for

instance, technological trade-offs are not fully understood or the importance of product properties

(e.g., design concerns) are not objectively measurable. Automakers are therefore motivated to

create a sourcing process that (i) incentivizes innovation even in an environment of unpredictable

and often nonquantifiable outcomes and (ii) also allows for enough flexibility to exploit the full

creative potential of their supplier base.

In practice, current automotive sourcing processes reflect those necessities. Mueller et al. (2016,

p. 6) summarize the typical process for sourcing innovative products in the auto industry as follows:
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The unique selling properties conceptualized by the OEM [original equipment manufacturer]

should provide innovative advantage of the model over similar models offered by competing

OEMs. The OEM [. . .] initiates a tender involving a pre-selected small group of potential

suppliers, towards the development of a concept for the innovative parts [. . .]. The concept

competition phase for that part ends with each supplier submitting a blueprint for the

construction of that part [. . .]. Supplier efforts during this phase are most often not directly

compensated by the OEM. The OEM then selects one or possibly several suppliers [and

after an iterative selection process] the winner is awarded the series production contract or

portions thereof.

Many other authors confirm and complement this description (Aoki and Wilhelm 2017, Calzolari

et al. 2017, Homfeldt et al. 2017). In sum: when organizing procurement, a car manufacturer

announces only “inspirational” specifications for an innovative but not yet developed product

(e.g., a novel convertible roof) because it lacks the knowledge needed to give a full specification

(Bonaccorsi and Lipparini 1994). That is, the car manufacturer treats the product to be sourced

as a “black box” (Fujimoto 1994, Clark and Fujimoto 1991, p. 140–143); it merely defines some

core interface requirements while expecting the supplier to determine how those requirements

will be fulfilled. In addition, the car manufacturer stretches the capabilities of its suppliers by

challenging them to provide a product with novel and/or exciting features. The promised award—

which typically is a valuable supply contract for the winning design (Cooper and Slagmulder 1999,

p. 108)—incentivizes suppliers to engage in development activities at their own cost (Aoki and

Wilhelm 2017). In what may end up being an iterative process, the manufacturer evaluates the

submitted designs and then selects the best one ex post (Langner and Seidel 2009). Manufacturers

value this sourcing mechanism because it is informationally parsimonious, induces high levels of

innovation effort, and allows for an ex post selection of the best product alternative (Cabral et al.

2006).

More abstractly, the automotive sourcing process for innovative components closely follows the

template of a contest (Taylor 1995, Terwiesch and Xu 2008) in which the contest holder announces

a challenge and promises a prize for the best submission. Contestants then compete, at their own

expense, to present the best solution; the contest holder selects the winner ex post after reviewing

all contestants’ solutions.

Besides its procurement mechanism, automotive sourcing is also a prime example of yet another

characteristic of many industrial procurement efforts for innovative products. In particular, the

products to be sourced are complex and often consist of more than one main component. For

example, an engine’s cooling system includes (inter alia) a radiator, condenser, fan, and electric

motor. Although these components must function together, their technological interface is often-

times simple enough that they can be sourced separately. The question that naturally arises is:
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Should a buyer of an engine cooling system source its supply of parts as individual components

or as an integrated system? The commercial vehicle manufacturer Komatsu formerly sourced the

individual components from different suppliers and assembled the final product itself. Komatsu

later changed that policy and decided to source the entire engine cooling system from just a single

supplier, Toyo (Cooper and Slagmulder 1999, p. 85–86). More generally, this example is indicative

of a central question in many industrial procurement contexts: When sourcing innovative products,

should the buyer hold separate component contests (i.e., for the product’s constituent elements)

or rather a single system contest that requires suppliers to propose complete products?

In this paper we develop a game-theoretic model that enables us to determine the circumstances

under which a buyer should prefer a system contest over a component contest (and vice versa). We

identify different contingencies—with regard to the product and the supplier base—that affect a

buyer’s optimal choice. In terms of product characteristics, we focus on the innovation potential of

each component and on the technological interactions between them. Do both components involve

only incremental innovation or is one (or both) of them radically new? When defining system

performance, can the performance of each component substitute for the others’ or must they

complement each other? How difficult is system integration? In terms of supplier characteristics,

we examine the role played by the size and capabilities of the supplier base as well as the buyer’s

ability to unload, on suppliers, the cost of integrating components into a system. How many (and

which) suppliers should be asked to participate in a procurement contest? Can the buyer make

component suppliers bear the cost of integrating components into a system? In short, we identify

a contingency plan for how best to source complex (industrial) innovation. We complement this

contingency plan by detailing recommendations for structuring the chosen contest format.

Our paper makes two main contributions to the literature. We first show that, unless the buyer

can shift a significant amount of integration cost onto suppliers, the former should hold a system

contest only if (a) all product components are merely incremental innovations and (b) the buyer’s

supplier base is relatively small. However, if at least one component involves radical innovation or

if the firm has a large supplier base, then it is preferable to hold a separate procurement contest

for each individual component. It is interesting that these general guidelines are independent of

how, exactly, each individual component affects the integrated system’s performance. Of course,

if either buyer or supplier is better at integrating components into a system, then that advantage

will weigh in favor of (respectively) component and system contests. We integrate these founda-

tional insights with guidelines on how to improve the procurement process through active supplier

management—that is, what type of suppliers a buyer should encourage (or discourage) to partake

in its procurement contest and whether there is value in promoting supplier consortia.
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Second, in addition to characterizing optimal structures for procuring complex innovations, we

make a more subtle and purely conceptual point. Most academic work on contests has focused

on (online) crowdsourcing contexts (see, e.g., Terwiesch and Xu 2008, Ales et al. 2017, Bimpikis

et al. 2019) and so has answered questions that arise in this context. Our paper highlights that the

primitive of a contest can also serve well as the basis for studying industrial procurement settings

aimed at sourcing innovative industrial products. Hence designing the contest model to include

features that figure prominently in industrial procurement, such as the role of product architectures

and industry characteristics, can direct scholars to a set of novel research possibilities—only one

of which is explored in this paper.

2. Related Literature

The design of effective procurement mechanisms has been a long-standing concern in the academic

literature (Vickrey 1961, Laffont and Tirole 1993, Elmaghraby 2000, Beil 2010). There is in partic-

ular a vast body of work, originating in the economics literature, that focuses on sourcing products

at the lowest cost (e.g., Dasgupta and Spulber 1989–90). The operations management (OM) liter-

ature has since accounted for several factors, other than cost, so as to build an understanding of

different procurement-specific aspects. These factors include product quality (Beil and Wein 2003),

delivery lead time (Cachon and Zhang 2006), transportation costs (Chen et al. 2005, Kostamis et al.

2009), supplier qualifications (Wan and Beil 2009, Wan et al. 2012), supplier reliability (Chaturvedi

and Mart́ınez-de-Albéniz 2011, Yang et al. 2012), the integration of quantity and price decisions

(Chen 2007, Duenyas et al. 2013), purchase pooling (Gur et al. 2017), future changes in competitive

structures (Li and Debo 2009), long-run stability of the supplier base (Chaturvedi et al. 2014),

deployment of a “test auction” to learn suppliers’ costs (Beil et al. 2018), and suppliers’ motivation

to invest in cost reduction efforts (Li and Wan 2017). Research in the OM field has even addressed

issues related to sourcing multiple items simultaneously (see, e.g., Elmaghraby and Keskinocak

2004, Chu 2009, Olivares et al. 2012).

Although these papers differ widely in the aspect of procurement on which they focus, they

all agree in proclaiming the auction as their preferred procurement mechanism. In this sense,

much of the procurement literature can be viewed as a subset of the literature on auction theory

initiated by Vickrey (1961). However, there is an explicit assumption in all models based on auction

mechanisms: that the auctioned product can be fully characterized ex ante by verifiable metrics. In

other words, the good being auctioned is fully specified and so the primary goal of the procurement

process is to reduce information asymmetries (regarding, e.g., production cost or supplier quality)

between the buyer and suppliers. This presumption appropriately captures the procurement of

standard goods such as tires; as a result, much of the extant procurement literature concentrates
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on devising optimal mechanisms for those standard products (see, e.g., Cachon and Zhang 2006,

Chen 2007, Wan and Beil 2009, and the references therein).

Yet in the procurement of an innovative product, neither the buyer nor the supplier can fully

envision or specify—at the start of the procurement process—the product’s final performance or its

final feature set. Often they cannot even define the metrics used to decide what is better or worse

(e.g., concerning aesthetics). So prior to a product’s development, it is impossible for the buyer to

stipulate, credibly and verifiably, its future characteristics. Furthermore, the buyer cannot identify

ex ante which supplier is best suited to the task and should thus be preferred. In this situation,

the procurement mechanism’s chief function is no longer to reduce asymmetric information about

a known entity but rather to identify and incentivize innovation.

As outlined in the Introduction, practice has long identified the contest as the best mechanism

for overcoming the limitations of an auction (Langner and Seidel 2009, Mueller et al. 2016). In

a procurement contest for an innovative product, the buyer gives only a rough description of its

vision for the product, announces a prize (e.g., a supply contract), and ultimately awards that

prize to the supplier submitting the best product. Thus there is no need for a submitted product’s

performance to be verifiable since the buyer has no reason to manipulate contest outcomes—that

is, because the supply contract must be awarded to one of the suppliers in any case. It follows

that contests are both easy to implement and informationally parsimonious (Cabral et al. 2006).

In addition, competition for the contest prize induces effort from the supplier base, and the ex post

selection of a winner allows the buyer to choose among many different innovations.

Ever since contests have become a standard way of modeling competition, a wealth of research

has evolved from the question of how best to design and manage effective contests. Building on the

pioneering work of Lazear and Rosen (1981), this literature offers rich insights into such fundamen-

tal issues of contest design as the structure of optimal award schemes (Moldovanu and Sela 2001,

Siegel 2009, Ales et al. 2017), the optimal contest duration (Körpeoğlu et al. 2019), open versus

closed entry to the contest (Taylor 1995, Fullerton and McAfee 1999, Terwiesch and Xu 2008,

Körpeoğlu and Cho 2018), motivating the firm’s employees (Nittala and Krishnan 2016), moti-

vating participation more generally (Stouras et al. 2017), specifying search spaces for open-ended

design contests (Erat and Krishnan 2012), and using intermediate feedback to affect the contest

as it unfolds (Bimpikis et al. 2019, Jiang et al. 2019, Mihm and Schlapp 2019). Even resource

competition between different contests has been studied (Körpeoğlu et al. 2018) .

The settings that have motivated these cited papers include lobbying, promotional competition,

litigation, military conflict, sports, education, internal labor markets, and R&D management (for

an overview of applications, see Konrad 2009). However, only a few studies (e.g., Lichtenberg 1988,

Rogerson 1989, Deng and Elmaghraby 2005) have been explicitly set in the context of industrial
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procurement. Hence the theoretical knowledge gained about contests misses important aspects

that loom large in industrial procurement settings. Our paper addresses one of these issues: How

should an industrial buyer simultaneously procure multiple heterogeneous—but technologically

dependent—product components? Hu and Wang (2020) model choices of a buyer simultaneously

engaged in two contests, so their and our work share some technical primitives. Yet those authors

focus on crowdsourcing contests dedicated to products that are technologically rather simple (e.g.,

algorithms, logo designs) and thus do not consider the unique features inherent to complex indus-

trial innovations: intricate technological relationships, integration issues, nontrivial performance

dependencies, and active supplier management.

We can summarize the situation as follows. Whereas the auction literature is specific to pro-

curement and does not apply to innovation, the contest literature is well suited to dealing with

innovation but is not specific to industrial procurement contexts. Hence we contribute to the theory

of procurement contests by identifying which contest format is best for sourcing complex innova-

tive products that consist of multiple components. For that purpose, we determine which product

characteristics and which supplier base properties govern the optimal choice. By considering the

many different factors that affect this choice, we cover a large variety of common products.

3. The Model

Consider a firm (hereafter “the buyer”) that wishes to organize a procurement contest among

n≥ 2 suppliers toward the end of acquiring an innovative product that comprises two components

j ∈ {1,2}. Because the firm values only the full product, acquiring both components is imperative.

To source the product, the buyer can hold either a system contest or a component contest. In

a system contest, the buyer asks the suppliers to submit solutions for the full product (i.e., the

integrated system) and promises an award A> 0 to the supplier that delivers the product with the

best performance. In a component contest, the buyer holds a separate contest for each of the two

components and offers an award A1 = pA (resp. A2 = (1−p)A), with p∈ [0,1], to the supplier that

delivers the best-performing component j = 1 (resp. j = 2).

For such multi-component products, integration of individual components into the final product

can be a serious challenge; depending on the chosen contest format, this integration task rests

either with the buyer (in the case of a component contest) or with each supplier (in the case of a

system contest). The buyer accordingly incurs the integration cost IB ≥ 0 in a component contest

whereas each supplier incurs integration cost IS ≥ 0 in a system contest. To (partially) reimburse

suppliers for their integration efforts in a system contest, the buyer can award an additional inte-

gration premium AI ≥ 0 to the winning supplier. In Section 6, we investigate the robustness of our
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Table 1 Performance of the Full Product

System contest Component contest

Technological substitutes Ssys
sub = maxi{vi1 + vi2} Scpo

sub = maxi{vi1}+ maxi{vi2}

Technological complements Ssys
cml = maxi{min{vi1, vi2}} Scpo

cml = min{maxi{vi1},maxi{vi2}}

findings with respect to alternative integration cost specifications; in particular, we examine inte-

gration costs that are stochastic and effort dependent as well as integration costs that are private

information.

The buyer’s goal is to maximize the performance S of the product to be procured net of any

award and integration expenses. Because the full product consists of two components, its perfor-

mance depends on two attributes: (i) the individual performance vj ∈ R of each component j,

and (ii) the technological relationship t : R2 → R between the two components. With regard to

the second attribute, we follow prior literature and suppose that—depending on the context—the

individual component performances can be either substitutes or complements in determining the

performance of the integrated system (see, e.g., Bhaskaran and Krishnan 2009, Roels 2014, and

the references therein). If the two components act as technological substitutes then the buyer can

trade off their respective performances, in which case the integrated system’s performance is simply

the sum of the performances of its individual components. In contrast, if the two components act

as technological complements then both are essential for the integrated system’s performance; then

overall performance is the minimum of the components’ respective performances.

Both the contest format and the components’ technological relationship determine the integrated

system’s performance S. To see this, let vij be the performance of component j ∈ {1,2} as developed

by supplier i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In a system contest, each supplier i submits an integrated system with

performance Si = t(vi1, vi2) = vi1 + vi2 if component performances are substitutable or with Si =

t(vi1, vi2) = min{vi1, vi2} if they are complementary. Then the buyer chooses the product with the

highest performance; that is, Ssys = maxi{Si}. In a component contest, however, the buyer procures

the two best components v̂1 = maxi{vi1} and v̂2 = maxi{vi2} individually and so the performance

of the full product is either Scpo = t(v̂1, v̂2) = v̂1 + v̂2 if component performances are substitutable

or Scpo = t(v̂1, v̂2) = min{v̂1, v̂2} if they are complementary. Table 1 summarizes the performance of

the integrated system as a function of (a) the contest format and (b) the technological relationship

between components.

3.1. Sequence of Events

The procurement process begins when the buyer publicly announces the contest format (i.e., a

system or a component contest), the total award A, and—in the case of a component contest (resp.,
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system contest)—the prize split p (resp., the integration premium AI). In a procurement setting,

A is most usefully viewed as the value of the supply contract to the suppliers. As is common in

the contest literature, A (and also AI) is exogenous; hence the buyer need only choose the contest

format and, if a component contest is implemented, the prize split p.

Once the buyer has publicly announced the contest, each supplier i∈ {1, . . . , n} decides whether

to participate in any of the offered contests. If participating, supplier i invests an unobservable

solution effort eij ≥ 0 to develop component j ∈ {1,2} at a private cost c(eij), where c is a twice con-

tinuously differentiable, increasing, and strictly convex function with c(0) = 0 and c′(0) = 0. Each

supplier then receives a stochastic performance shock ζij. The final performance of component j as

developed by supplier i is therefore given by vij = r(eij)+ ζij, where r(·) captures the deterministic

relationship between effort and performance. We assume that r is a twice continuously differen-

tiable, strictly increasing, and concave function with r(0) = 0 and limx→∞ c
′(x)/r′(x) =∞; note

that the realization of ζij is supplier i’s private information. For each supplier i, ζi = (ζi1, ζi2) follows

a bivariate Normal distribution with marginal distributions ζi1 ∼N(0, σ2) and ζi2 ∼N(0, k2σ2) and

with correlation ρ ∈ (−1,1). Here σ > 0 reflects the components’ innovation potential and k ≥ 1

captures the asymmetry, in innovation potential, between components. The term ζi is assumed to

be independent across suppliers.

Finally, after receiving suppliers’ submissions, the buyer evaluates their respective performance

and awards the pre-announced prize to the supplier with the best-performing submission. In a

system contest, supplier i wins prize A+ AI if t(vi1, vi2) > t(vl1, vl2) for all l 6= i. In component

contest j, supplier i analogously wins prize Aj if vij > vlj for all l 6= i. In all cases, ties can be

adjudicated by invoking an arbitrary rule. All primitives of the model are common knowledge.

Figure 1 summarizes this sequence of events.

3.2. Model Implications

The buyer’s goal is to maximize the expected performance of the best integrated system that can be

built using the suppliers’ submissions (E[S], with S as described in Table 1) net of any award and

integration expenses. Unlike the buyer, suppliers are not concerned with the absolute performance

of their respective submissions; instead, suppliers are interested only in their performance vis-à-vis

that of their competitors. More precisely, each supplier’s main interest is to win any of the contests

in which it participates. In a system contest, supplier i gains utility Ui =A+AI−IS−c(ei1)−c(ei2)
if it wins the contest or Ui =−IS−c(ei1)−c(ei2) if it loses; we normalize the utility of each supplier’s

outside option to zero. The buyer’s optimal expected profit and the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts

is then derived as the solution to the following optimization problem:

Πsys =Eζi

[
max

i∈{1,...,n}
{t(vsysi1 , v

sys
i2 )}

]
−A−AI (1)
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Figure 1 Sequence of Events

s.t. (esysi1 , e
sys
i2 )∈ arg max

ei1,ei2≥0
ui(ei1, ei2)≡ (A+AI)P (t(vi1, vi2)> t(v

sys
l1 , v

sys
l2 ),∀l 6= i)

− c(ei1)− c(ei2)− IS, i∈ {1, . . . , n}
(2)

ui(e
sys
i1 , e

sys
i2 )≥ 0, i∈ {1, . . . , n}. (3)

Similarly, in a component contest, supplier i’s utility from winning component contest j is Uij =

Aj − c(eij) whereas losing leads to a utility of Uij =−c(eij). The buyer’s optimal expected profit,

the optimal prize split, and the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts in a component contest are obtained

by solving this optimization problem:

max
p∈[0,1]

Πcpo =Eζi

[
t

(
max

i∈{1,...,n}
{vcpoi1 }, max

i∈{1,...,n}
{vcpoi2 }

)]
−A− IB (4)

s.t. ecpoij ∈ arg max
eij≥0

uij(eij)≡AjP
(
vij > v

cpo
lj ,∀l 6= i

)
− c(eij), i∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1,2} (5)

uij(e
cpo
ij )≥ 0, i∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1,2}. (6)

We are interested in symmetric, pure-strategy, perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria of both contest

formats. To ensure that such equilibria exist, we invoke two technical assumptions.

Assumption 1. For components that are technological substitutes (resp. complements), we

assume that : (a) σ > σsub (resp. σ > σcml), where σsub (resp. σcml) is the smallest σ such that, for all

σ > σsub (resp. σ > σcml), supplier i’s expected utility function has a unique maximum for any con-

test format—provided that all other suppliers exert effort xj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1,2}; and (b) IS < Isub
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(resp. IS < Icml), where Isub (resp. Icml) is the maximum integration cost such that all suppliers

participate in a system contest.

Assumption 1(a) is commonly invoked in the contest literature (see, e.g., Nalebuff and Stiglitz

1983, Ales et al. 2019, Mihm and Schlapp 2019). In a nutshell, it requires that the performance

uncertainty involved in any of the contest formats be sufficiently large—a condition that usually

holds for innovative products. Moreover, the thresholds σsub and σcml always exist because each

supplier’s utility function becomes strictly concave for large enough σ. Assumption 1(b) ensures

that suppliers will always find it worthwhile to participate in the different contest formats, as is

the case in most industrial procurement settings. This assumption also allows us to focus on the

respective contest formats’ different incentive effects without overshadowing them with secondary

participation considerations. For a thorough discussion of participation effects in contests, we refer

the interested reader to Stouras et al. (2017).

Assumption 2. The following inequality holds: 3r′′(x)
r′(x) <

c′′′(x)r′(x)−c′(x)r′′′(x)
c′′(x)r′(x)−c′(x)r′′(x) for all x≥ 0.

Despite its unwieldy appearance, Assumption 2 is but mildly restrictive and is satisfied by many

standard functional relationships for r and c that appear in the contest literature (e.g., polynomial

or logarithmic r, polynomial or exponential c). Intuitively, Assumption 2 ensures that the expected

performance of each component increases with the award promised to the winning supplier but at

a decreasing rate; that is, the larger is the award allocated to the development of one component

the more does the performance of the other component suffer. This trade-off ensures that the

buyer always finds it optimal to procure both components. If the assumption’s condition were not

satisfied, then a buyer could find it “optimal” to buy only one component, and—at the end of the

procurement process—be left with an incomplete and therefore useless product.

4. Optimal Contest Format

We now characterize the buyer’s optimal choice of contest format and detail how that choice is

affected by the following contextual parameters: (i) the extent of innovation involved in developing

each component, as measured by σ, and the two components’ relative extent of innovation poten-

tial, as measured by k; (ii) the technological relationship between components; (iii) the size n of

the supplier base; and (iv) the costs of integrating components into the full product, which are

borne either by the suppliers or the buyer. We shall start with the mathematically simpler case and

identify the optimal contest format for a product whose component performances are substitutable

(Section 4.1), after which we characterize the optimal contest format for a product with comple-

mentary component performances (Section 4.2). To streamline the presentation and focus on the

managerial implications of our analysis, we do not formally derive any mathematical results in the

main text. Readers who are technically inclined may refer to the Online Appendix for proofs.
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4.1. Technological Substitutes

We can best answer the question of which contest format is preferable for the buyer after accounting

for (a) the main benefits of each contest format and (b) how those benefits are affected by our

parameters. Recall that vij, the performance of component j developed by supplier i, depends on

the supplier’s development effort eij and also on a technological shock ζij. Hence the optimal contest

format is the one that most enables the buyer to incentivize significant development effort and

also to hedge against (resp., benefit from) negative (resp., positive) technological shocks. A system

contest is well suited to incentivizing effort because its monetary stakes are higher than those in a

component contest. That said, a component contest allows the buyer to choose (and combine) the

two best components ex post; thus it provides an excellent hedge against—and a good opportunity

to exploit—the high level of technological uncertainty that typifies many innovation projects. Yet

these benefits of ex post combination may well be diminished by high integration costs.

Before weighing the benefits of these two contest formats, we analyze the effect that each has on

suppliers’ innovation efforts; those effects are also visualized in Figure EC.1 in the Online Appendix.

Lemma 1. Suppose that components are technological substitutes.

(i) For k= 1, the unique symmetric perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium for both system and com-

ponent contests satisfies the following properties: (a) the buyer’s optimal award split in a component

contest is p∗ = 1/2; and (b) esys1 = esys2 > ecpo1 = ecpo2 > 0.

(ii) For k→∞, the unique symmetric perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium for both system and

component contests satisfies the following properties: (a) the buyer’s optimal award split in a com-

ponent contest is p∗ = 1; and (b) esys1 = esys2 = 0 whereas ecpo1 > ecpo2 = 0.

Part (i) of this lemma addresses the case where the two components involve an equal level of

innovation (i.e., k = 1). It follows that, ex ante, each component has an equally strong effect on

the integrated system’s performance. This is why both the buyer (in terms of the award split) and

the suppliers (in terms of effort) “spread their bets” equally across both components.

To understand the intuition behind this result, consider the buyer’s and suppliers’ decisions in

a component contest. The buyer seeks to maximize the performance of submitted components,

which necessitates maximizing the suppliers’ development efforts in each of the component contests.

Suppliers invest more effort in contests with higher awards. Hence the buyer must carefully balance

the distribution of awards between the two component contests. Since a supplier’s marginal return

decreases with effort whereas its marginal cost increases with effort (see Section 3.1), it follows

that a balanced distribution of effort is optimal. Splitting the award equally (i.e., p∗ = 1/2) ensures

that each supplier invests equal effort in each of the two component contests: ecpo1 = ecpo2 .
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A similar reasoning applies to system contests. Yet in such a contest it is not the buyer that

is most interested in an efficient distribution of efforts across components (since the buyer cares

only about the integrated system’s final performance); rather, it is the suppliers that attempt to

maximize the efficiency of their effort provision. By the same logic as described for component

contests, each supplier splits its efforts evenly between components: esys1 = esys2 .

Finally, the most intriguing result in Lemma 1(i) is the relation between equilibrium efforts

in a system contest and those in a component contest: if components involve the same extent

of innovation (k = 1), then suppliers unequivocally invest higher effort in a system contest. This

monotonicity is worth mentioning because the change from a system contest to a component contest

results in two diametrically opposed effects. On the one hand, the award for which suppliers compete

is twice as high in a system contest as in each of the individual component contests (A vs. A/2)

and therefore induces greater effort. On the other hand, each supplier encounters more uncertainty

in a system contest than in two separate component contests; hence suppliers are deterred from

exerting effort. Lemma 1(i) states that, for k= 1, the former effect always dominates the latter.

It is interesting that Lemma 1(ii) reverses this finding when one component is characterized by

a significantly greater extent of innovation potential than is the other (i.e., as k→∞)—a scenario

typical of many complex industrial innovations. In such cases, the system contest’s primary benefit,

which is to induce greater development effort, is entirely absent. The reason is that, for large k,

the full product’s performance is determined mostly by the performance of the more innovative

(and thus riskier) component—and for such a component it is mainly technological uncertainty,

not effort, that ultimately determines performance. As a result, suppliers refrain from exerting

high levels of effort. In a component contest, however, effort still matters for the less innovative

component. For this component the suppliers’ (and also the buyer’s) return on effort is substantially

larger than for the more innovative component; suppliers therefore continue to devote effort to the

less innovative component. This dynamic explains why, as k→∞, equilibrium development efforts

are greater in a component contest than in a system contest.

Equipped with this understanding and with σsub, as defined in Equation (EC.18) in the Online

Appendix (its precise definition does not affect interpretation of the results), Proposition 1 allows

us to characterize the buyer’s optimal choice of contest format.

Proposition 1. Suppose components are technological substitutes. Then the following profit

relations hold in equilibrium.

(i) Let IB = AI , and suppose σ ∈ (σsub, σsub). Then there exists a threshold ksub > 1 such that

Πsys
sub >Πcpo

sub if k ∈ [1, ksub). There is also an n̄≥ 2 such that, for n> n̄, (σsub, σsub) = ∅.
(ii) Let IB =AI . For any fixed σ > σsub, there exists a threshold k̄sub <∞ such that Πcpo

sub >Πsys
sub

if k ∈ (k̄sub,∞).
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Figure 2 Optimal Contest Format
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Note. The graphs show a buyer’s optimal choice of contest format for technological substitutes (left panel) and

technological complements (right panel). The buyer prefers a component contest in the white area (region C) but

prefers a system contest in the light gray area (region S); no pure-strategy equilibrium exists in the dark gray area

(region N). The parameters used here are r(x) = x, c(x) = x2, n= 2, A= 1, AI = 0, IS = 0, IB = 0, and ρ= 0. The

dashed line indicates how region S and region C change when IB increases from 0 to 0.02 (region N is unaffected by

IB).
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(iii) Let IB =AI . For any fixed k ≥ 1, there exists a threshold σ̄sub <∞ such that Πcpo
sub >Πsys

sub if

σ ∈ (σ̄sub,∞).

(iv) There exists a threshold ÎB ≥ 0 such that a system contest is optimal for all IB > ÎB. More-

over, if a system (resp., component) contest is optimal for some IB, then it is optimal also for all

I ′B ≥ IB (resp., for all I ′B ≤ IB).

Proposition 1 establishes the buyer’s optimal contest format choice for a product with technolog-

ically substitutable components; it mirrors previous findings by Hu and Wang (2020) in that this

choice depends on the size of the supplier base and the components’ innovation potential. However,

Proposition 1 transcends their results by establishing that the buyer’s optimal choice also depends

critically on whether the buyer can transfer integration costs to the suppliers as well as on the

two components’ respective innovation potentials. In addition, it reveals that the choice does not

depend on the performance correlation between the components. Thus Proposition 1 enriches pre-

vious results by pointing out factors of significant importance in industrial procurement settings.

Figure 2’s left panel illustrates the proposition for a numerical example. Several key managerial

insights are evident.

Parts (i)–(iii) of Proposition 1 characterize cases in which integration costs are irrelevant for

the buyer’s choice of contest format. It is clear that such a situation arises not only when both

the integration cost and the integration premium are negligible (formally, IB ≈ AI ≈ 0) but also
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when the buyer needs to reimburse the winning supplier for its integration expenses (IB =AI). In

such cases, the buyer should use a system contest for procuring the full product provided that the

following two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (i) both components involve only incremental

innovation (i.e., σ < σsub and k < ksub, as in Proposition 1(i)); and (ii) the supplier base is relatively

small (small n, also as in Proposition 1(i)). If either of these two conditions is violated—that is, if

at least one component involves radical innovation (high k or high σ, as in respectively part (ii)

or (iii) of the proposition) or if the buyer’s supplier base is large—then the buyer should opt for a

component contest and procure components individually.

The intuition for this result is instructive. For incrementally innovative components and a small

supplier base, a supplier’s development efforts have a sizeable effect on the final product’s perfor-

mance. Hence the buyer chooses the contest format offering the highest effort incentives, which is a

system contest. By Lemma 1, however, the effect of these effort incentives decreases quickly when

at least one of the components involves more radical innovation. In such a setting (i.e., when the

effort–performance link becomes more tenuous), the possibility of combining the best components

ex post (which is the main advantage of a component contest) becomes more valuable; so in this

case, the buyer prefers a component contest.

The buyer’s choice of contest format is affected also by the size of the supplier base. Two mutually

reinforcing effects are at work here. From a supplier’s perspective, the presence of more competi-

tors reduces the odds of winning the contest and thereby leads each supplier to invest less effort

in development; a component contest thus becomes more attractive. From the buyer’s perspec-

tive, the likelihood of a single supplier developing an exceptional overall system increases—albeit

slowly—with the number of suppliers; in contrast, the likelihood of a single supplier developing an

exceptional design in either of the component contests increases much more rapidly with the num-

ber of suppliers. This dynamic, too, makes the component contest more attractive. We therefore

conclude that, if n is sufficiently large, then the buyer should hold a component contest irrespective

of the components’ innovation potentials.

Proposition 1(iv) describes how the buyer’s ability to use the system contest to shift the cost of

integration onto the suppliers moderates our previous findings. Suppose the integration premium

is fixed at AI ; then the larger the buyer’s own integration costs IB, the more favorable the buyer

perceives a system contest to be (see Figure 2). This outcome makes economic sense because a

system contest allows the buyer to shift the economic burden of integration onto suppliers, either

because they are willing to accept lower profits or (more probably) because they are relatively more

efficient at integration tasks. Our results thus explain why, for some truly innovative and highly

complex projects (e.g., the Joint Strike Fighter), we still observe the buyer using a system contest

and thereby seeming to contradict parts (i)–(iii) of Proposition 1: the buyer (here, the US military)
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is simply unable to perform the integration task and so is burdened with an excessive integration

cost (IB� IS).

From a practical standpoint, Proposition 1 can be summarized by the following decision rule.

If the buyer can use the contest to unburden itself of considerable integration costs, then system

contests are attractive. If not, then two other factors become decisive. First, if the buyer has access

to a large supplier base, then a separate contest should be held for each component. Second, if there

are only a handful of suppliers—which often occurs for complex technological products (e.g., engine

cooling systems)—then it is the level of innovation involved in component design that ultimately

determines whether a system or component contest should be held.

4.2. Technological Complements

In Section 4.1 we identified the optimal contest format when the buyer’s intention is to procure a

product whose components are technological substitutes. At this point, it remains an open question

whether the technological relationship between components—a core feature of complex industrial

innovations—affects our findings and thus our managerial recommendations. The main purpose of

this section is to answer that question.

Proposition 2 characterizes the buyer’s optimal choice of contest format when components are

technological complements (rather than technological substitutes). Given σcml as defined by Equa-

tion (EC.23) in the Online Appendix, we can state the proposition as follows.

Proposition 2. Suppose that components are technological complements. Then the following

profit relations hold in equilibrium.

(i) Let IB = AI , and suppose σ ∈ (σcml, σcml). Then there exists a threshold kcml > 1 such that

Πsys
cml >Πcpo

cml if k ∈ [1, kcml). There is also an n̄≥ 2 such that, for n> n̄, we have (σcml, σcml) = ∅.

(ii) Let IB =AI < ÂI , with ÂI > 0. Then, for any fixed σ > σcml, there exists a threshold k̄cml <∞

such that Πcpo
cml >Πsys

cml if k ∈ (k̄cml,∞).

(iii) Let IB =AI . For any fixed k≥ 1, there exists a threshold σ̄cml <∞ such that Πcpo
cml >Πsys

cml if

σ ∈ (σ̄cml,∞).

(iv) There exists a threshold ÎB ≥ 0 such that a system contest is optimal for all IB > ÎB. More-

over, if a system (resp. component) contest is optimal for some IB, then it is optimal also for all

I ′B ≥ IB (resp. I ′B ≤ IB).

Proposition 2 establishes that our results regarding the buyer’s optimal contest format choice

carry over from the case of technological substitutes to the case of technological complements. In

analogy to Proposition 1, parts (i)–(iii) of Proposition 2 establish that, if the buyer cannot benefit

from unloading integration costs onto suppliers, then it should use a system contest when both

components involve only incremental innovation and the supplier base is limited in size; otherwise,
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the buyer should organize a component contest. Proposition 2(iv) reveals that integration costs play

the same moderating role for technological complements as they do for technological substitutes:

the higher are the buyer’s integration costs IB, the more crucial it is for it to shift the integration

task onto suppliers; hence a system contest becomes more attractive to the buyer (see Figure 2).

These findings have strong implications for decision makers in practice: their choice of contest for-

mat is considerably simplified by not having to worry about the technological relationship between

components. Also, since results for technological complements dovetail with results for the case of

substitutes, we can distill our findings into a set of condensed managerial guidelines. If it is too

expensive for the buyer itself to perform product integration, then a system contest is obviously the

preferred option. However, if buyer integration is feasible then the optimal contest format depends

both on the size of the supplier base and on the innovation potential of the different components.

These rules apply regardless of whether the full product consists of technological substitutes or

complements.

5. Using Supplier Management to Optimize Contest Design

So far, we have studied the fundamental trade-offs that govern a buyer’s decision to opt for a

system or a component contest when sourcing complex industrial innovation. We have considered

in particular the effects of component innovation levels (represented by σ and k), the nature of

technological interactions between components (as substitutes vs. complements), the size n of the

supplier base, and the magnitude of integration costs IS and IB. Yet in reality, further consider-

ations arise concerning other characteristics of a buyer’s supplier base—factors that will interact

with those fundamental forces in determining the structure of a buyer’s optimal procurement mech-

anism. In this section, we shed more light on how the buyer can overcome the deficient integration

capabilities of its supplier base by promoting consortia of suppliers (Section 5.1). We then discuss

what type of suppliers the buyer should invite to partake in its procurement contest (Section 5.2)

and whether it is beneficial for the buyer to host a mixed contest in which both system suppliers

and component suppliers are invited to submit their solutions (Section 5.3).

5.1. Engaging with Supplier Consortia

In Section 4, we characterized the conditions under which a buyer prefers to source an integrated

system from one of its suppliers instead of procuring and integrating individual components (cf.

Propositions 1 and 2). Naturally, these results depend on the implicit assumption that buyers

have access to suppliers capable of actually delivering a fully integrated system. Yet such system

suppliers may not exist. In that case, the buyer might strive to replicate the benefits of a system

contest by inducing component suppliers to form temporary consortia that must each submit

an integrated product. Such temporary consortia are not uncommon in practice; Foy (2014), for
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example, describes a partnership between Continental and IBM to develop integrated connected

car solutions. But will—or, perhaps more to the point, when will—the buyer benefit from inducing

suppliers to form consortia?

Our base model is flexible enough to address this question. We capture supplier consortia by

banding together, at the outset of the contest, one supplier of the first component with one supplier

of the second; each consortium aims for the joint development of an integrated system. In doing

so, these consortia first agree on a split of all potential winnings. Then each supplier independently

decides to exert effort on its component as it sees fit. As usual, the winning consortium receives

the supply contract and its partners split their respective benefits. Our next proposition compares

how a system contest with supplier consortia performs vis-à-vis a standard system or component

contest.

Proposition 3. From the buyer’s standpoint and irrespective of the components’ technological

relationship, a system contest with supplier consortia always yields worse outcomes than does a

system contest with true system suppliers. In some situations, however, a system contest with

supplier consortia is preferable to a component contest.

The first result presented in Proposition 3 is that the buyer always strictly prefers a system

contest with true system suppliers over a system contest with supplier consortia; that is, consortia

are less effective at providing innovative systems than are truly integrated system suppliers. The

reason for this is enlightening: supplier consortia and true system suppliers are both capable of

providing an integrated system, but their incentives differ considerably. Whereas a true system

supplier will (upon winning) reap the full benefits of the awarded supply contract, the members of a

winning supplier consortium must share those benefits. Furthermore, each member of a consortium

indirectly benefits from the efforts invested by other members. Hence consortium members engage

in and are confronted with “free-riding” behavior, which leads to reduced efforts and thus lower

equilibrium performance—outcomes that are clearly undesirable for the buyer.

However, this finding does not imply that the buyer should never run a system contest with

supplier consortia. In particular, if there are no true system suppliers then it may still make sense

for the buyer to host such a system contest: even though free-riding would lead to reduced efforts,

those efforts might still be higher than in a component contest.

On a conceptual level, these results imply that a buyer preferring system contests should shape

its supplier base so as to evolve in the direction of true system suppliers. One practical way of

achieving this goal is by strategically awarding some supply contracts to integrated or integrating

suppliers. Explicitly inducing suppliers to form consortia is suboptimal and so should be just

a temporary measure on the path to true system suppliers. This finding also offers a plausible
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explanation for why supplier consortia tend to be short-lived and unstable in the long run. In fact,

most of the automotive industry has converged to either pure system suppliers or pure component

suppliers (McCutcheon and Stuart 2000).

5.2. Optimal Supplier Selection

In the base model, we assumed that a buyer’s supplier base is exogenous in this sense: the buyer

cannot affect how many and which type of suppliers participate in the contest. That assumption

did allow us to make fair comparisons between the different contest formats, but it could hardly be

applied to all real-world situations. In practice, the buyer oftentimes can determine which suppliers

participate in the procurement contest. In this section, we discuss whether (and, if so, how) the

buyer should select and manage its supplier base as well as how the possibility of engaging in that

activity affects our structural findings.

A well-known result in the contest literature is that contest holders, under some circumstances,

can benefit from limiting access to the contest (Taylor 1995, Fullerton and McAfee 1999) and that

the exact number of invited suppliers has a considerable effect on suppliers’ incentives to exert

effort (Terwiesch and Xu 2008, Ales et al. 2019). This finding has enabled the cited papers to

theorize coherently on how many suppliers should be invited to the contest. The question that

arises in our context is whether the structural results presented in Propositions 1 and 2 continue

to hold if the buyer limits the number of suppliers to some optimal number—which could differ

depending on the contest format. The answer is affirmative, as Proposition 4 establishes.

Proposition 4. Suppose n∈ {2, . . . , n̄}, with n̄≥ 2, and denote the optimal number of suppliers

in a system (resp. component) contest by nsys (resp. ncpo). Then the same preference ordering as in

Proposition 1 (resp., Proposition 2) obtains when one compares Πsys
sub(nsys) with Πcpo

sub(ncpo) (resp.,

Πsys
cml(n

sys) with Πcpo
cml(n

cpo)) in the case of technological substitutes (resp., complements).

The key implication of Proposition 4 is that the answer to our research question—namely,

whether the buyer should procure its innovation as an integrated system or rather as individual

components—is independent of the buyer’s particular admission policy with regard to supplier

numbers. We can therefore conclude that the success of a supplier’s procurement effort depends

less on how many suppliers it invites than on which ones. This topic is the focus of our subsequent

analysis.

In many situations, the buyer can exert some power over the composition of the participating

suppliers by selectively inviting only desirable suppliers. This ability raises interesting questions

regarding the management of the supplier base in both system and component contests. For com-

ponent contests, one of the major questions arising in practice is whether the buyer should allow

the same supplier to participate in more than one component contest. Many suppliers offer a broad
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range of components. A buyer could encourage participation of a given supplier in multiple com-

ponent contests, or it could limit that supplier’s participation to only one contest. But should it?

In many crowdsourcing contexts, engaging in two component contests simultaneously forces a

supplier to be careful about allocating its resources (of time, workforce, and money) between the

two contests, which from the buyer’s perspective can lead to a severe under-investment of effort

(see, e.g., Körpeoğlu et al. 2018). Yet suppliers in industrial procurement contexts are typically

large organizations that have separate teams working on the development of different components.

Hence resources are rarely shared between those teams, which effectively negates concerns about

resource allocation. Therefore, allowing a supplier to participate in more than one component con-

test need not directly affect that supplier’s effort incentives. However, such participation does have

the intriguing indirect effect that, if a supplier submits solutions for two different components,

then the performance of these two solutions will not be independent. Reasons for such perfor-

mance correlation abound: the supplier brings its established development culture to bear on both

components; it will apply similar development methodologies and processes; it will deploy similar

technical capabilities and technical talent; it may even choose the same project manager. It is

evident that each of those factors affects project outcomes for both of the components in a similar

way (Larson and Gobeli 1988) and thus increases their performance correlation. In other words:

by allowing (or not) a supplier to partake in more than one component contest, the buyer directly

influences the level of performance correlation between the different contests.

Proposition 5. In equilibrium, the buyer’s expected profit from holding a component contest is

a function of the following dynamics.

(i) If the components are technological substitutes, then Πcpo
sub is invariant with respect to ρ.

(ii) If the components are technological complements, then Πcpo
cml increases with ρ.

According to this proposition, a buyer’s expected profits are weakly increasing in the performance

correlation (ρ) across the two components. The essence of this result is that the buyer should never

prohibit a supplier from participating in more than one component contest (as long as suppliers

are not resource constrained). In fact, the buyer should actively promote participation in multiple

different contests—especially when the components are technological complements. The reason is

not that performance correlation increases supplier effort but rather that the buyer, after selecting

the best components, enjoys greater pooling benefits. Hence a buyer can better exploit the effective

overall level of technological uncertainty and thus increase, to some extent, its expected profits.

The practical implications of this result are far-reaching: the buyer benefits from working with the

same suppliers on different components. Our findings thereby offer a new and surprising justification

for the reduction, by many auto OEMs, in their number of suppliers (Cooper and Slagmulder
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1999). The results also bear an interesting message for suppliers: they can benefit from offering

different components even when there is no demand for an integrated system. This fact can also help

explain why an increasing number of large component suppliers have emerged in the automotive

industry: diversified suppliers can better exploit performance correlations to their benefit. Thus

diversification offers an evolutionary advantage.

To complete our discussion of a buyer’s optimal selection of suppliers, Proposition 6 complements

Proposition 5 by discussing the value of performance correlation in a system contest.

Proposition 6. Let µ(n) denote the expected value of the maximum of n independent and iden-

tically distributed standard Normal random variables, and define η(·) = (r ◦ (c′/r′)−1)(·).

(i) Suppose that the focal components are technological substitutes. Then Πsys
sub increases in ρ if

and only if nσ2(1 + k2 + 2kρ)≥ 2Aη′
(
Aµ(n)/

(
nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
))

.

(ii) Suppose the components are technological complements. Then Πsys
cml decreases (resp. increases)

with ρ if both k and σ are sufficiently small (resp. large).

In system contests, the role of performance correlation is much more nuanced than in component

contests. For products that comprise two incrementally innovative components (i.e., when σ and k

are both low) and for which the supplier base is narrow (small n), the buyer prefers contests with a

low level of performance correlation; in any other situation (i.e., if at least one component requires

radical innovation or if the supplier base is wide), the buyer prefers contests with a high level of

performance correlation. The reason for this contingency is that performance correlation tends to

reduce system suppliers’ effort incentives yet facilitates the buyer’s exploitation of technological

uncertainty. So in contests where effort is the primary driver of performance (i.e., low σ and low k),

performance correlation is a bane to the buyer; in contrast, it is a boon to the buyer in contests

characterized by uncertainty.

But how, in a system contest, can the buyer select suppliers in a way that affects performance

correlation? The centralization of a supplier’s organizational structure—as may result, for example,

from a common development center and a coherent R&D organization (or the lack thereof)—is

an obvious determinant of performance correlation. In most industrial procurement settings, the

buyer has a close relationship with its suppliers and so has a good idea of their respective internal

structures; this knowledge serves to inform supplier selection decisions. Thus Proposition 6 offers

advice for managers overseeing a system contest. Whether performance correlation is (or is not)

beneficial depends on the extent of required innovation and the size of the supplier base; it does not

depend on the technological relationship between components. Hence the buyer can improve contest

outcomes by inviting only those suppliers whose characteristics are most apropos to participating

in the contest.
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5.3. Mixed Contests: The Value of Flexibility

Our analysis in Section 4 supposed that the buyer can either invite system suppliers or compo-

nent suppliers to its procurement contest, but not both. Because this assumption reflects sourcing

practices in many industries, it is an adequate representation of reality (see, e.g., Maurer et al.

2004). However, it leaves unanswered the question of whether the buyer could improve contest

outcomes by inviting both system suppliers and component suppliers to participate in the same

contest. In other words, should the buyer consider organizing a mixed contest that involves system

and component suppliers both?

When holding a mixed contest, the buyer postpones deciding about whether to procure an

integrated system or individual components—and thus about whether or not the buyer will be

responsible for system integration—until after the suppliers have submitted their solutions. This

flexibility of selecting the best solution (be it an integrated system or individual components)

ex post promises additional benefits to the buyer. Namely, it can decide when to incur and when

to avoid integration costs depending not on expectations but rather on the actual performance of

submitted solutions. Under what circumstances does this flexibility benefit the firm? (For reasons of

mathematical tractability, we assume that each individual supplier can submit either an integrated

system or individual components to the contest, and not enter the contest twice by submitting

both.) We answer that question for two canonical cases: high integration costs (i.e., large IB) and

low integration costs (i.e., IB ≈ 0).

Proposition 7. Consider a mixed contest with ns ≥ 1 system suppliers and nc ≥ 1 component

suppliers for each component j ∈ {1,2}. Let n= ns +nc.

(i) There exist thresholds Imix
sub > 0 and σmix

sub > 0 (resp. Imix
cml > 0 and σmix

cml > 0) such that Πsys
sub(n)>

Πmix
sub (ns, nc) (resp. Πsys

cml(n)>Πmix
cml(ns, nc)) if (a) IB > I

mix
sub (resp. IB > I

mix
cml ) and (b) σ > σmix

sub (resp.

σ > σmix
cml ).

(ii) There exists a threshold Imix
sub > 0 (resp. Imix

cml > 0) such that Πmix
sub (ns, nc)>Πsys

sub(n)>Πcpo
sub(n)

(resp. Πmix
cml(ns, nc) > Πsys

cml(n) > Πcpo
cml(n)) if (a) IB > Imix

sub (resp. IB > Imix
cml ) and (b) Πsys

sub(n) <

Πsys
sub(ns) (resp. Πsys

cml(n)<Πsys
cml(ns)).

The quintessence of Proposition 7 is that, for high integration costs IB, the buyer can sometimes

benefit from organizing a mixed contest, but only under certain conditions. In particular, part (i)

of the proposition establishes that if both components involve radical innovation (i.e., when σ is

high), then for a given number of suppliers, mixed contests are never the buyer’s preferred contest

format. Here the reason is that the buyer seeks to have as many system suppliers as possible in its

procurement contest; and a pure system contest best achieves that goal.
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Yet, there are also situations when the buyer prefers to have fewer suppliers participating in

its procurement contest (e.g., when the desired components involve only incremental innovation).

For those cases, Proposition 7(ii) reveals that a mixed contest may be the buyer’s optimal choice.

Intuitively, as integration costs increase, the buyer more strongly prefers to pass on the integration

costs and so the likelihood of a component supplier winning the contest decreases. Eventually, as IB

grows large, the probability of a component supplier winning becomes negligible. Yet this implies

that, in effect, system suppliers are competing only among themselves and therefore no longer

consider component suppliers to be a viable threat. As a result, the number of “active” suppliers

in the contest is reduced, and if such a reduction is beneficial then a mixed contest is preferable.

In other words, hosting a mixed contest can serve to reduce the number of effective contestants

without reducing the number of nominal contestants.

This finding has direct applications in practice. To prevent collusion and to establish a fair and

transparent procurement process, many public procurement agencies demand some minimum num-

ber of suppliers in their procurement contests (Erridge and Nondi 1994, Apostol 2017). However,

the minimum number specified may in some cases be larger than optimal; in that event, the buyer

would prefer to reduce the contest’s number of system suppliers. If integration costs are high, then

hosting a mixed contest is an easy way to achieve that goal: the buyer simply fills the remaining

spots with component suppliers, thereby ensuring compliance with anti-collusion regulations while

also improving contest outcomes.

Should the buyer consider mixed contests also when integration costs are negligible (i.e., when

IB ≈ 0)? The answer to this question is, unfortunately, not amenable to a complete formal analysis.

However, we have conducted extensive numerical simulations; results indicate that mixed contests

are not beneficial when IB is small. The explanation, as follows, is instructive. The flexibility—

regarding integration costs—that a mixed contest bestows on the buyer also implies a lack of

commitment, which affects the competitiveness of the contest and therefore the suppliers’ effort

incentives. Thus, by the logic of Propositions 1 and 2, the buyer should instead hold a system

(resp., component) contest when the primary concern is motivating effort (resp., the benefits of

ex post combination). Also, if IB ≈ 0 then a mixed contest cannot be used as a tool to manage the

number of effective contestants because every supplier has a real chance of winning the contest.

Finally, to complete our analysis of mixed contests, we investigate another potential benefit: If

the buyer’s supplier base comprises ns system suppliers and nc component suppliers, then a mixed

contest may allow the buyer to simultaneously tap both supplier pools and thus to increase the

number of competing suppliers compared to a pure system or a pure component contest.

Proposition 8. Consider a mixed contest with ns ≥ 1 system suppliers and nc ≥ 1 component

suppliers for each component j ∈ {1,2}. There exists a threshold σmix
sub > 0 (resp. σmix

cml > 0) such that
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Πmix
sub (ns, nc)>max{Πsys

sub(ns),Π
cpo
sub(nc)} (resp. Πmix

cml(ns, nc)>max{Πsys
cml(ns),Π

cpo
cml(nc)}) if σ > σmix

sub

(resp. σ > σmix
cml ).

Proposition 8 shows that, when both components involve radical innovation, it is beneficial for

the buyer to invite both system and component suppliers to its contest, rather than to just access

a more limited pool of specialized system (resp. component) suppliers in a pure system (resp. pure

component) contest. In fact, as σ increases, the buyer more strongly prefers a larger number of

suppliers to participate in its procurement contest—irrespective of whether those suppliers are

system suppliers or component suppliers.

In sum, compared to pure system (resp. component) contests, mixed contests can improve or

worsen contest outcomes—the precise effect depends, inter alia, on the components’ innovation

potential, on the size of the buyer’s integration costs, and on whether (or not) mixed contests allow

the buyer to increase the number of participating suppliers.

6. Robustness

Some of our modeling choices naturally rely on the assumptions we make. This section assesses the

sensitivity of our structural results to three such choices: fixed awards, deterministic integration

costs, and homogeneous suppliers. We find that our results are unaffected by changes to these

assumptions.

Optimal Award Schemes. In the base model we assumed that the size of the award A (given

to the winning supplier) was exogenous. Such a winner-takes-all award structure is indeed optimal,

as can be readily derived from Ales et al. (2017, Prop. 3). It follows that the only open question is

whether an optimally chosen award size would structurally affect our findings. The next proposition

answers that question in the negative; in other words, our main conceptual results (i.e., Propositions

1 and 2) are robust to offering the optimal award size.

Proposition 9. Suppose A∈ [0, α], with α> 0, and denote the optimal award in a system (resp.

component) contest by Asys (resp. Acpo). Then the same preference ordering as in Proposition 1

(resp., Proposition 2) obtains when we compare Πsys
sub(Asys) with Πcpo

sub(Acpo) (resp., Πsys
cml(A

sys) with

Πcpo
cml(A

cpo)) in the case of technological substitutes (resp., complements).

Integration Costs. In the base model, we simplified the paper’s exposition by considering a

parsimonious structure of integration costs. In particular: we assumed that (a) in a system (resp.,

component) contest, the suppliers’ (resp., buyer’s) integration costs IS (resp., IB) were fixed and

also publicly known ex ante, and (b) each supplier (resp., the buyer) necessarily incurred integration

costs. Yet as the following analyses show, none of these assumptions is material to the validity of

our main conceptual results (i.e., of Propositions 1 and 2).
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Here we consider a set of alternative integration cost specifications. The first three scenarios

assume that integration costs are not publicly known ex ante but instead are stochastic and may

even be private information: (i) the buyer’s integration costs IB ≥ 0 are unknown ex ante with

expected value µIB and are realized only after the buyer’s choice of contest format; (ii) each

supplier i’s integration costs IiS are stochastic with support on (0, Ī), with Ī ∈ {Isub, Icml} as defined

in Assumption 1, and the realization of IiS becomes publicly known before the suppliers exert

effort; (iii) supplier i’s integration costs IiS are again stochastic with support on (0, Ī) but the

realization of IiS is now supplier i’s private information.

The fourth scenario challenges our assumption that integration costs must be borne by all sup-

pliers: (iv) only the supplier that wins the procurement contest (and hence the award A) must incur

integration costs IS. Finally, product performance may depend on the quality of the integration

process and integration success may reflect the level of effort exerted: (v) in a system (resp., compo-

nent) contest, each supplier i (resp., the buyer) must invest costly integration effort eiI (resp. eI),

which improves product performance by rS(eiI) (resp., rB(eI)) while incurring integration costs of

cS(eiI) + IiS (resp., cB(eI) + IB); here IiS and IB are stochastic, as defined before, and rS and rB

(resp., cS and cB) satisfy the same conditions as r (resp., c).

Proposition 10. The results in Propositions 1 and 2 are robust to the inclusion, in our base

model, of any of the alternative integration cost specifications (i)–(v).

According to this proposition, the key conceptual results derived in Section 4 apply also to

situations in which integration costs are stochastic, in which they are private information, and

in which the buyer and the suppliers must exert costly integration efforts. Hence our managerial

recommendations likewise remain unaltered.

Heterogeneous Suppliers. Our base model presupposed that all suppliers were ex ante homo-

geneous; we thereby abstracted from any effects of a heterogeneous supplier base on the buyer’s

choice of contest format. Most saliently, individual suppliers may have different valuations of the

buyer’s promised supply contract and/or different technological abilities. We address the issue of

heterogeneous valuations by running numerical simulations for a contest with two suppliers, where

supplier 1 would derive utility A from winning the supply contract whereas supplier 2 would only

derive utility αA with α ∈ (0,1]. Although such heterogeneity in the supplier base would reduce

supplier efforts, we find that it does not qualitatively affect the shape of the regions in which each

contest format dominates; see Figure 3.

In order to address heterogeneous technological abilities, we ran numerical simulations in which

one supplier had a known, additive performance advantage ∆≥ 0. We again find that such supplier

asymmetry has a negative effect on effort provision but, as before, our findings are robust to this
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Figure 3 Optimal Contest Format When the Supplier Base Is Heterogeneous
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a component contest in region C but prefers a system contest in region S; no pure-strategy equilibrium exists in

region N. The parameters used here are r(x) = x, c(x) = x2, n= 2, A= 1, AI = 0, IS = 0, IB = 0, and ρ= 0.

changed assumption: the results are much the same as those graphed in Figure 3. We therefore

conclude that our central results, as presented in Propositions 1 and 2, are robust to heterogeneity

in the supplier base.

7. Conclusions

Procurement contests have become a popular tool for buyers seeking access to innovative products

developed by their supplier base. Yet tapping into suppliers’ innovation efforts is a challenging

endeavor. In order to exploit the benefits of holding a procurement contest, buyers must tailor their

contest designs not only to their supplier base but also to characteristics of the desired product(s).

This generalization holds in particular for technologically complex innovations (e.g., an engine

cooling system). For such complex products, the buyer’s most crucial question is arguably whether

to procure the entire system from a single supplier or rather to source the product’s individual

components from different suppliers. In this paper we address that question, and its answer has

strong implications for how a buyer’s procurement contests should be constructed.

Not surprisingly, we find that if the buyer can unload substantial cost of integration onto suppliers

(and can thus use them to extract rents) then a system contest should be favored. But if the buyer

cannot do so, then it should hold a system contest only when (a) all product components involve

merely incremental innovation and (b) its supplier base is small. In contrast, if the buyer wants to

source radical innovation or has a large supplier base then it should hold a component contest. So

managers deciding on the optimal contest format need only consider three factors: (i) the extent
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of integration costs; (ii) the level of innovation involved in the design of each component; and

(iii) the size of the buyer’s supplier base. Thus the technological relation between components is

immaterial. In practice, relying on these three leading factors significantly reduces the managerial

decision problem’s complexity. After all, the level of integration costs and of innovation—as well

as the number of potential suppliers—is well known to the buying firm.

We find also that a buyer can take further measures to increase the efficacy of its procurement

contests. One such measure is to induce component suppliers to form consortia—so that they can

offer integrated systems in cases where true system suppliers are unavailable. However, we also

argue that such an inducement should be viewed as only a first step on the path to truly integrated

suppliers. Another measure is to adopt an active role in managing the composition of suppliers that

participate in the contest. In contests for which limiting entry is desirable, the buyer should favor

the participation of suppliers with particular characteristics. In a component contest, for instance,

the buyer should encourage suppliers that offer a broad spectrum of components to participate

in more than one contest (i.e., at the expense of suppliers that offer only a single component).

With respect to system contests, a buyer seeking radical innovation should favor suppliers with

a more centralized R&D structure but should choose their relatively decentralized counterparts

for incremental innovation. And if integration costs are considerable, then the buyer may consider

inviting both system and component suppliers to participate in its procurement contest.

We have framed our analysis in the context of automotive sourcing. This setting is appropriate

because the car industry annually sources innovative components worth hundreds of billions of

dollars. However, our choice of an example industry should not be construed as implying that the

sourcing guidelines offered here are irrelevant elsewhere; to the contrary, they are fairly universal.

Our recommendations can be applied not only to all component-based assembly industries (e.g.,

white goods, construction machinery) but also to fields as far removed from assembly as the

information technology (IT) sector.

Consider, for example, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. From a technical perspective,

ERP systems consist of multiple individual modules (including, inter alia, production planning,

customer relations, business intelligence, and quality management tools) that are tailored to a

company’s needs and must function together as an integrated system in order to help manage

the organization’s business processes effectively (Magal and Word 2012). When procuring such

systems, companies must decide whether to buy a complete ERP system (known as a “suite”) from

a single vendor or instead to buy individual modules from different vendors and then integrate

those modules into a system. Both strategies are common in practice. Under the “best-of-suite”

approach, the firm buys a fully integrated ERP system from a large system supplier (e.g., SAP,

Oracle; see Banker 2019). With the “best-of-breed” approach, the firm might purchase core modules
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from SAP and additional modules from niche vendors before integrating those components via an

IT project (Bradford 2015, p. 32).

Our analysis naturally complements prior work on Design-for-Manufacturing (DFM) which stip-

ulates that product design choices can have a sizable effect on a product’s manufacturing costs

(e.g., Ulrich et al. 1993, Molloy et al. 1998). This literature addresses questions of whether to source

integrated systems or individual components through the lens of how different product architec-

tures afford the designer different options for applying cost-saving measures. We, in contrast, have

addressed the same question but focusing on the bearing that this decision has on a product’s

novelty and innovativeness.

Finally, it is worth viewing our model and results from a wider perspective. Tapping into the

supplier base’s innovative potential has become indispensable for many companies (Chesbrough

2003, Russo et al. 2017). But how can companies best incentivize supplier innovation? In such

settings, the product to be purchased can seldom be specified at the outset—a feature that renders

classic auction formats ineffectual (Deng and Elmaghraby 2005). Moreover, the outcome of many

innovation efforts is unverifiable because their innovation success can rarely be measured objec-

tively. This lack of verifiability means that classic contracting approaches cannot be used in such

settings (Rogerson 1989). We know of only two mechanisms that allow for adequate incentives in

situations of unverifiable innovation, and neither has received much attention in the procurement

literature. The first of these is a “relational” contract (Levin 2003) whereby repeated interactions

provide implicit innovation incentives, even in the absence of performance verifiability, because

suppliers wish to maintain their good relationship with the buyer. In practice, many companies

have therefore adopted deep and long-lasting supplier relations (Liker and Choi 2004, Calzolari

et al. 2017). The second mechanism is the contest, which creates strong innovation incentives but

also allows for ex post selection of the best supplier.

In sum, we believe that our model sheds light on an increasingly important means of procuring

complex industrial innovation: the contest. Our thorough analysis of contest design yields explicit

managerial recommendations as a function of various product and supplier contingencies. In this

way we contribute useful insights regarding the critical issue of how best to source innovation.
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Online Appendix

Sourcing Innovation: Integrated System or Individual
Components?

This Appendix consists of four parts. Section A discusses some preliminary technical results that are essential

for our analysis, and Section B characterizes the perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria of each contest format.

In Section C we give detailed proofs of all the mathematical results, and Section D provides a graphical

visualization of some key results.

A. Technical Preliminaries

The Skew-Normal Distribution. Let φ(x) and Φ(x) denote, respectively, the probability density func-

tion (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard Normal distribution. Following

Azzalini (1985), we refer to a random variable X with PDF ψ(x;α) = 2Φ(αx)φ(x), x∈R, as a skew-Normal

random variable with parameter α∈R. The CDF of X is given by Ψ(x;α) =
∫ x
−∞ψ(y;α)dy. We derive some

important properties of skew-Normal random variables as follows.

Lemma A1. (i) ψ(x; 0) = φ(x) for all x∈R.

(ii) Define Ik(α)≡
∫∞
−∞Ψ(x;α)kψ(x;α)2 dx for k ≥ 0. Then Ik(α) is strictly decreasing (resp. increasing)

in α for α< 0 (resp. α> 0).

(iii) (k+ 1)(k+ 2)Ik(0) = µ(k+2) for all k≥ 0, where µ(k) ≡
∫∞
−∞ xkφ(x)Φ(x)k−1 dx.

Proof of Lemma A1. (i) See Property A in Azzalini (1985).

(ii) Taking the first-order derivative and exploiting properties of the Normal distribution yields

dIk(α)/dα= 2α
∫ +∞
−∞ φ(

√
2 +α2x)Ψ(x;α)k(αxΦ(αx)+φ(αx))dx/(π(1+α2)). Since αxΦ(αx)+φ(αx)> 0 for

all x,α∈R, it follows that dIk(α)/dα< 0 for α< 0 and dIk(α)/dα> 0 for α> 0.

(iii) This part is a consequence of the equalities Ik(0) =
∫∞
−∞(k + 1)Φ(x)kφ(x)2 dx/(k + 1) =∫∞

−∞ xφ(x)Φ(x)k+1 dx/(k+ 1) =
∫∞
−∞ x(k+ 2)φ(x)Φ(x)k+1 dx/((k+ 1)(k+ 2)) = µ(k+2)/((k+ 1)(k+ 2)).

A Generalization of Slepian’s Inequality. Here we generalize Slepian’s inequality, whose basic formu-

lation is given in Theorem 2.1.1 of Tong (1980).

Lemma A2. Let X = (X1,X2) and Y = (Y1, Y2) follow a bivariate Normal distribution with respective

marginal distributions X1, Y1 ∼ N(µ1, σ
2
1) and X2, Y2 ∼ N(µ2, σ

2
2) and with correlations ρX and ρY , where

ρY >ρX . Then the following statements hold:

(i) P(X1 ≤ u1, X2 ≤ u2)< P(Y1 ≤ u1, Y2 ≤ u2) for all u1, u2 ∈R; and

(ii) P(X1 ≥ u1, X2 ≥ u2)< P(Y1 ≥ u1, Y2 ≥ u2) for all u1, u2 ∈R.

Proof of Lemma A2. (i) We have P(X1 ≤ u1, X2 ≤ u2) = P(X̄1 ≤ u1 − µ1, X̄2 ≤ u2 − µ2) < P(Ȳ1 ≤ u1 −
µ1, Ȳ2 ≤ u2 − µ2) = P(Y1 ≤ u1, Y2 ≤ u2) for all u1, u2 ∈ R, where the strict inequality follows from Theo-

rem 2.1.1 of Tong (1980) and the fact that X̄j and Ȳj , j = 1,2, are both centered Normal random variables.

(ii) This result is an immediate consequence of part (i).
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B. Derivation of Perfect Bayesian Equilibria

In this section, we derive the symmetric perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria (PBE) for the different contest

formats. Note that, by Assumption 1, each supplier will always participate in any contest. Hence we can

derive the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts simply by solving their incentive compatibility (IC) constraints.

B.1. PBE for Technological Substitutes

System contest. In a system contest, the IC constraint of supplier i is

(esysi1 , e
sys
i2 )∈ arg max

ei1,ei2

ui(ei1, ei2)≡ (A+AI)Eζi1,ζi2

[∏
k 6=i

Fζk1+ζk2

( ∑
j∈{1,2}

r(eij) + ζij − r(ekj)
)]

− c(ei1)− c(ei2)− IS. (EC.1)

Using straightforward differentiation and the law of iterated expectations, we find that any symmetric pure-

strategy PBE satisfies the following optimality condition for j = 1,2:

c′(esysj )

r′(esysj )
=

(A+AI)(n− 1)In−2(0)

σ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
=

(A+AI)µ
(n)

nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
. (EC.2)

Since c′/r′ is strictly increasing, c′(0) = 0, and limx→∞ c
′(x)/r′(x) =∞, it follows that (esys1 , esys2 ) is the unique

solution to (EC.2). Define η(x) = (r ◦ (c′/r′)−1)(x) for all x ≥ 0. Then the buyer’s equilibrium expected

profit is

Πsys
sub = 2η

(
(A+AI)µ

(n)

nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ

)
+σµ(n)

√
1 + k2 + 2kρ−A−AI . (EC.3)

Component contest. Given p, we can write the IC constraint of supplier i in each component contest

j ∈ {1,2} as follows:

ecpoij ∈ arg max
eij

ui(eij)≡AjEζij
[∏
k 6=i

Fζkj
(r(eij) + ζij − r(ekj))

]
− c(eij). (EC.4)

This expression yields the following optimality conditions for a symmetric PBE:

c′(ecpo1 )

r′(ecpo1 )
=
pA(n− 1)In−2(0)

σ
=
pAµ(n)

nσ
; (EC.5)

c′(ecpo2 )

r′(ecpo2 )
=

(1− p)A(n− 1)In−2(0)

kσ
=

(1− p)Aµ(n)

nkσ
. (EC.6)

Because c′/r′ is strictly increasing, c′(0) = 0, and limx→∞ c
′(x)/r′(x) =∞, again it follows that (ecpo1 , ecpo2 ) is

the unique symmetric PBE. Given suppliers’ equilibrium efforts, the buyer chooses p to maximize expected

profits:

p∗ ∈ arg max
p

Πcpo(p) = η

(
pAµ(n)

nσ

)
+ η

(
(1− p)Aµ(n)

nkσ

)
+σµ(n)(1 + k)−A− IB. (EC.7)

Assumption 2 ensures that η is a strictly concave function and so Πcpo(p) must be strictly concave in p, which

implies that p∗ is unique. Moreover, by the necessary and sufficient first-order condition ∂Πcpo(p)/∂p= 0 we

have p∗(k= 1) = 1/2 and limk→∞ p
∗(k) = 1; and we let Πcpo

sub ≡Πcpo(p∗).
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B.2. PBE for Complementary Components

System contest. In a system contest, supplier i’s IC constraint is

(esysi1 , e
sys
i2 )∈ arg max

ei1,ei2

ui(ei1, ei2)≡ (A+AI)Eζi1,ζi2

[∏
k 6=i

Fsk(si)

]
− c(ei1)− c(ei2)− IS, (EC.8)

where si = min{vi1, vi2}. And because vi1 ∼N(r(ei1), σ2) and vi2 ∼N(r(ei2), k2σ2), we obtain

fsi(x) =

2∑
j=1

1

kj−1σ
φ

(
x− r(eij)
kj−1σ

)
Φ

(
1

σ
√

1− ρ2

(
ρ(x− r(eij))

kj−1
− x− r(ei,3−j)

k2−j

))
, (EC.9)

Fsi(x) = Φ

(
x− r(ei1)

σ

)
+

∫ ∞
(x−r(ei1))/σ

Φ

(
x− r(ei2)− ρkσu

kσ
√

1− ρ2

)
φ(u)du (EC.10)

by Kotz et al. (2000, eqs. (46.77)–(46.78)). Using differentiation and the law of iterated expectations, we find

that any symmetric pure-strategy PBE satisfies the following optimality condition for j = 1,2:

c′(esysj )

r′(esysj )
= (A+AI)(n− 1)

∫ ∞
−∞

fs(r(e
sys
j ) +x)Fs(r(e

sys
j ) +x)n−2(1−Fζ3−j |ζj (r(esysj )− r(esys3−j) +x))fζj (x)dx.

(EC.11)

Case A: k= 1. If k= 1, then a solution to (EC.11) with esys1 = esys2 exists and is given by

c′(esys1 )

r′(esys1 )
=

(A+AI)(n− 1)

2σ
· In−2

(
−
√

1− ρ
1 + ρ

)
. (EC.12)

Case B: k→∞. By (EC.11), we have the following upper bound on esys2 :

c′(esys2 )

r′(esys2 )
≤ (A+AI)(n− 1)

∫ ∞
−∞

fs(r(e
sys
2 ) +x)fζ2(x)dx≤

√
2(A+AI)(n− 1)

kσ
√
π

. (EC.13)

It follows that limk→∞ c
′(esys2 )/r′(esys2 ) = 0 and thus limk→∞ e

sys
2 = 0. We now turn to esys1 :

lim
k→∞

c′(esys1 )

r′(esys1 )
=

(A+AI)(n− 1)

σ

∫ ∞
−∞

[
Φ

(
ρy√

1− ρ2

)
φ(y)

]2[
Φ(y) +

∫ ∞
y

Φ

(
− ρu√

1− ρ2

)
φ(u)du

]n−2
dy

(EC.14)

=
(A+AI)(n− 1)

2nσ

∫ ∞
−∞

[
1 + Ψ

(
y;

ρ√
1− ρ2

)]n−2
ψ

(
y;

ρ√
1− ρ2

)2

dy (EC.15)

=
(A+AI)(n− 1)

2nσ

n−2∑
l=0

(
n− 2

l

)
Il
(

ρ√
1− ρ2

)
; (EC.16)

here the first equality reflects an application of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. We remark that

the solution (esys1 , esys2 ) is unique as k→∞.

Component contest. Equilibrium efforts in a component contest (ecpo1 , ecpo2 ) are again given by (EC.5)

and (EC.6) because each component contest is run separately and so the technological relationship between

components does not affect suppliers’ equilibrium behavior. The buyer’s optimal choice of p solves

p∗ ∈ arg max
p

Πcpo(p) = E[min{r(ecpo1 ) + max
i
{ζi1}, r(ecpo2 ) + max

i
{ζi2}}]−A− IB. (EC.17)

It follows from Assumption 2 that r(ecpoj ), j = 1,2, is strictly concave in p; and, because concavity is pre-

served under the pointwise minimization and expectation operators, Πcpo(p) is strictly concave in p. Fur-

thermore, the necessary and sufficient first-order condition ∂Πcpo(p)/∂p= 0 reveals that p∗(k= 1) = 1/2 and

limk→∞ p
∗(k) = 1; and we let Πcpo

cml ≡Πcpo(p∗).
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C. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. (ia) The result follows directly from (EC.7) and the discussion thereafter.

(ib) For k = 1, (EC.2) implies that c′(esys1 )/r′(esys1 ) = c′(esys2 )/r′(esys2 ) = (A+AI)µ
(n)/

(
nσ
√

2 + 2ρ
)
, and

(EC.5)–(EC.6) imply that c′(ecpo1 )/r′(ecpo1 ) = c′(ecpo2 )/r′(ecpo2 ) =Aµ(n)/(2nσ). Since c′/r′ is a strictly increas-

ing function, AI ≥ 0, and ρ< 1, we obtain esys1 = esys2 > ecpo1 = ecpo2 .

(iia) The result follows directly from (EC.7) and the discussion thereafter.

(iib) As k → ∞, (EC.5)–(EC.6) together with p∗ = 1 imply that c′(ecpo1 )/r′(ecpo1 ) = Aµ(n)/(nσ) and

c′(ecpo2 )/r′(ecpo2 ) = 0, which together yield ecpo1 > ecpo2 = 0. Also, (EC.2) shows that limk→∞ c
′(esys1 )/r′(esys1 ) =

limk→∞ c
′(esys2 )/r′(esys2 ) = 0 and so, by the properties of r and c, we have limk→∞ e

sys
1 = limk→∞ e

sys
2 = 0.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let Πsys
sub and Πcpo

sub be as given in (EC.3) and (EC.7), respectively. Define

∆(σ,k) = Πsys
sub−Πcpo

sub, which is a continuous function in σ and k for σ > 0 and k≥ 1.

(i) Given k= 1, Lemma 1(i) implies that Πsys
sub = 2η

(
(A+AI)µ

(n)/
(
nσ
√

2 + 2ρ
))

+
√

2 + 2ρσµ(n)−A−AI
and Πcpo

sub = 2η(Aµ(n)/(2nσ)) + 2σµ(n) −A− IB. Let IB = AI . Since η is strictly increasing, η(0) = 0, and

ρ < 1, it follows that limσ→0 ∆(σ,k = 1) > 0 and limσ→∞∆(σ,k = 1) < 0. We know from the intermediate

value theorem that there exist thresholds σsub and σ̄sub, with 0<σsub ≤ σ̄sub <∞, such that ∆(σ,k= 1)> 0

for all σ ∈ (0, σsub) and ∆(σ,k= 1)< 0 for all σ > σ̄sub. The result now follows because ∆(σ,k) is continuous,

because a continuous mapping from a connected subset of a metric space to another metric space yields a

connected image set (Ok 2007, p. 220), and because σ > σsub by assumption. Moreover,

σsub = min

{
σ : σµ(n) =

√
2
(
η
(
(A+AI)µ

(n)/
(
nσ
√

2 + 2ρ
))
− η(Aµ(n)/2nσ)

)
√

2−
√

1 + ρ

}
, (EC.18)

which implies that limn→∞ σsub = 0. Hence there exists an n̄ such that (σsub, σsub) = ∅ for all n> n̄.

(ii) Let IB =AI and fix any σ > σsub. Then limk→∞∆(σ,k)< 0 and so, by the intermediate value theorem,

there exists a threshold k̄sub <∞ such that ∆(σ,k)< 0 for all k > k̄sub.

(iii) Let IB =AI and fix any k ≥ 1. Then limσ→∞∆(σ,k)< 0 and so, by the intermediate value theorem,

there is a threshold σ̄sub <∞ such that ∆(σ,k)< 0 for all σ > σ̄sub.

(iv) Note that ∆(σ,k) is strictly increasing in IB. Therefore, if ∆(σ,k) > 0 (resp. ∆(σ,k) < 0) for some

IB ≥ 0 then ∆(σ,k)> 0 (resp. ∆(σ,k)< 0) for all I ′B ≥ IB (resp. I ′B ≤ IB). Furthermore, limIB→∞∆(σ,k)> 0

and so the existence of an ÎB ≥ 0 follows directly from the intermediate value theorem.

Proof of Proposition 2. To prove the result, we first derive the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts (Lemma A3)

and then compare the buyer’s expected profits under the different contest formats.

Lemma A3. Suppose that components are technological complements.

(i) For k= 1, there exists a symmetric perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium for both system and component

contests that satisfies the following properties: (a) the buyer’s optimal award split in a component contest is

p∗ = 1/2; and (b) esys1 = esys2 > ecpo1 = ecpo2 > 0.

(ii) For k→∞, the unique symmetric perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium for both system and component

contests satisfies the following properties: (a) the buyer’s optimal award split in a component contest is

p∗ = 1; (b) ecpo1 , esys1 > 0 and there is a threshold ÂI > 0 such that ecpo1 > esys1 if and only if AI < ÂI ; and

(c) ecpo2 = esys2 = 0.
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Proof of Lemma A3. (ia) The result follows directly from (EC.17) and the discussion thereafter.

(ib) Comparing (EC.5)–(EC.6) and (EC.12) for k = 1, we can see that esys1 = esys2 > ecpo1 = ecpo2 > 0 if

In−2
(
−
√

(1− ρ)/(1 + ρ)
)
> In−2(0)> 0; the latter holds by Lemma A1(ii).

(iia) The result follows directly from (EC.17) and the discussion thereafter.

(iib) Note that c′/r′ is strictly increasing. By (EC.5) and (EC.16), ecpo1 is invariant in AI whereas esys1

is strictly increasing in AI . Moreover, limAI→∞ e
sys
1 > ecpo1 . It remains to verify that esys1 < ecpo1 for AI = 0.

First, by Lemma A1(ii), Ik(α)≤ limα→∞ Ik(α) = 2k+2
∫∞
0

(Φ(x)− 1/2)kφ(x)2 dx for all α> 0. Next, consider

(EC.5) and (EC.16) for AI = 0:

lim
k→∞

c′(esys1 )

r′(esys1 )
=
A(n− 1)

2nσ

n−2∑
l=0

(
n− 2

l

)
Il
(

ρ√
1− ρ2

)
(EC.19)

≤ A(n− 1)

2nσ

n−2∑
l=0

(
n− 2

l

)
2l+2

∫ ∞
0

(Φ(x)− 1/2)lφ(x)2 dx (EC.20)

=
A(n− 1)

σ

∫ ∞
0

[ n−2∑
l=0

(
n− 2

l

)
2l+2−n(Φ(x)− 1/2)l

]
φ(x)2 dx (EC.21)

=
A(n− 1)

σ

∫ ∞
0

Φ(x)n−2φ(x)2 dx<
A(n− 1)

σ
In−2(0) = lim

k→∞

c′(ecpo1 )

r′(ecpo1 )
. (EC.22)

(iic) As k→∞, (EC.6) and (EC.13) imply that ecpo2 = 0 and esys2 = 0, respectively. Finally, we note that

as k→∞, (EC.16) reveals that the right-hand side of the optimality condition does not depend on esys1 or

on esys2 . When this observation is combined with the properties of c′/r′, the implication is that (esys1 , esys2 ) is

unique as k→∞. �

We are now ready to prove Proposition 2. The buyer’s expected equilibrium profits in a system contest and

component contest are, respectively, Πsys
cml = E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{minj∈{1,2}{r(esysj ) + ζij}}]−A−AI and Πcpo

cml =

E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{r(ecpoj ) + ζij}}] − A − IB. Define ∆(σ,k) = Πsys
cml − Πcpo

cml, which is a continuous

function in σ and k for σ > 0 and k≥ 1.

(i) For k = 1, Lemma A3(i) implies both Πcpo
cml = η(A(n − 1)In−2(0)/2σ) +

σE[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{Xij}}]−A− IB and Πsys
cml = η

(
(A+AI)(n− 1)In−2

(
−
√

(1− ρ)/(1 + ρ)
)
/2σ

)
+

σE[maxi∈{1,...,n}{minj∈{1,2}{Xij}}] − A − AI , where the Xij are independent standard normal random

variables. Let IB =AI . We know that η is strictly increasing, η(0) = 0, In−2
(
−
√

(1− ρ)/(1 + ρ)
)
> In−2(0),

and E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{Xij}}]> E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{minj∈{1,2}{Xij}}]; therefore, limσ→0 ∆(σ,k = 1)> 0

and limσ→∞∆(σ,k = 1) < 0. By the intermediate value theorem there are thresholds σcml and σ̄cml, with

0<σcml ≤ σ̄cml <∞, such that ∆(σ,k = 1)> 0 for all σ ∈ (0, σcml) and ∆(σ,k = 1)< 0 for all σ > σ̄cml. The

result now follows from the continuity of ∆(σ,k), the fact that a continuous mapping from a connected

subset of a metric space to another metric space yields a connected image set (Ok 2007, p. 220), and our

assumption that σ > σcml. Moreover,

σcml = min{σ : ∆(σ,k= 1) = 0}, (EC.23)

which implies that limn→∞ σcml = 0 because limn→∞∆(σ,k = 1) =

−σ limn→∞
(
E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{Xij}}]−E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{minj∈{1,2}{Xij}}]

)
. Hence there exists an n̄

such that (σcml, σcml) = ∅ for all n> n̄.
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(ii) Let IB = AI and fix any σ > σcml. For k→∞, Lemma A3(ii) implies that if AI < ÂI then Πcpo
cml =

E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{r(ecpoj ) + ζij}}]−A− IB > E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{r(esysj ) + ζij}}]−A− IB >

E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{minj∈{1,2}{r(esysj ) + ζij}}]−A−AI = Πsys
cml. Hence limk→∞∆(σ,k)< 0 and, by the interme-

diate value theorem, there exists a threshold k̄cml <∞ such that ∆(σ,k)< 0 for all k > k̄cml.

(iii) Let IB = AI , fix any k ≥ 1, and define r = minj∈{1,2}{r(ecpoj )} and r̄ = maxj∈{1,2}{r(esysj )}.

Then Πcpo
cml ≥ r + σE[min{maxi∈{1,...,n}{Xi1},maxi∈{1,...,n}{kXi2}}] − A − IB and Πsys

cml ≤ r̄ +

σE[maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{Xi1, kXi2}}]−A−AI , where the Xij are independent standard normal random vari-

ables. Since E[min{maxi∈{1,...,n}{Xi1},maxi∈{1,...,n}{kXi2}}] > E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{Xi1, kXi2}}] and since

both r and r̄ are bounded in value (i.e., finite), it follows that limσ→∞∆(σ,k)< 0. So by the intermediate

value theorem, there is a threshold σ̄cml <∞ such that ∆(σ,k)< 0 for all σ > σ̄cml.

(iv) Note that ∆(σ,k) is strictly increasing in IB. Therefore, if ∆(σ,k) > 0 (resp. ∆(σ,k) < 0) for some

IB ≥ 0 then ∆(σ,k)> 0 (resp. ∆(σ,k)< 0) for all I ′B ≥ IB (resp. I ′B ≤ IB). Furthermore, limIB→∞∆(σ,k)> 0;

now the existence of ÎB ≥ 0 follows directly from the intermediate value theorem.

Proof of Proposition 3. Consider first the case of technological substitutes. Supplier j, which belongs

to team i, chooses its effort to maximize its expected utility ecolij ∈ arg maxei ui(eij) ≡ pj(A +

AI)Eζi1,ζi2
[∏

k 6=iFζk1+ζk2

(∑
j∈{1,2} r(eij)+ζij−r(ekj)

)]
−c(eij)−γjIS, where pj ∈ (0,1) is supplier j’s share

of the award and γj ∈ [0,1] is the proportion of integration costs borne by supplier j. If we follow the same

steps as in Section B.1, then supplier j’s equilibrium effort can be written as

c′(ecolj )

r′(ecolj )
=
pj(A+AI)(n− 1)In−2(0)

σ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
. (EC.24)

Comparing this expression to esysj as given in (EC.2) shows immediately that esysj > ecolj for any award share

pj ; hence Πsys
sub >Πcol

sub.

Now consider the case of technological complements. Supplier j, which belongs to team i, chooses its effort

to maximize its expected utility ecolij ∈ arg maxeij ui(eij) ≡ pj(A+AI)Eζi1,ζi2
[∏

k 6=iFsk(si)
]
− c(eij)− γjIS.

Thus we obtain the following equilibrium condition for supplier j:

c′(ecolj )

r′(ecolj )
= pj(A+AI)(n−1)

∫ ∞
−∞

fs(r(e
col
j ) +x)Fs(r(e

col
j ) +x)n−2(1−Fζ3−j |ζj (r(ecolj )− r(ecol3−j) +x))fζj (x)dx.

(EC.25)

When we compare this expression to esysj as given in (EC.11), it is immediate that esysj > ecolj for any award

share pj and so Πsys
cml > Πcol

cml. Finally, to establish that there are situations in which Πcol
sub > Πcpo

sub (resp.

Πcol
cml >Πcpo

cml), it is sufficient to observe that Πcpo
sub (resp. Πcpo

cml) is strictly decreasing in IB.

Proof of Proposition 4. Note that nsys and ncpo always exist because n̄ ≥ 2 is finite. We bound profit

differences to establish that the profit relationships as given in Propositions 1 and 2 hold also for an optimally

chosen number of suppliers. We spell out the derivation for Proposition 1(i); the proof is strongly similar

for all other results in Propositions 1 and 2. Consider technological substitutes, and assume that IB = AI

and k= 1. Then limσ→0(Πsys
sub(nsys)−Πcpo

sub(ncpo))> limσ→0(Πsys
sub(ncpo)−Πcpo

sub(ncpo))> 0. The first inequality

follows from the optimality of nsys, and the second inequality is an application of Proposition 1(i). It follows

immediately that Proposition 1(i) holds also for the optimal number of suppliers.
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Proof of Proposition 5. (i) This result follows immediately from (EC.7) and because µ(n), and hence also

p∗, do not depend on ρ.

(ii) To prove the result, we need to show that the buyer’s equilibrium expected profit Πcpo
cml(p

∗(ρ);ρ)

increases with ρ, where p∗(ρ) is the optimally chosen p for a given ρ and where equilibrium efforts are given

by (EC.5)–(EC.6). Toward that end, we verify that Πcpo
cml(p

∗(ρ1);ρ1)≤Πcpo
cml(p

∗(ρ1);ρ2)≤Πcpo
cml(p

∗(ρ2);ρ2) for

any fixed 0≤ ρ1 <ρ2 < 1. The last inequality clearly follows from the optimality of p∗, so it remains only to

prove the first inequality.

For any given p we have Πcpo
cml(p;ρ) = E[minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{vcpoij }}]−A− IB; here vcpoi = (vcpoi1 , vcpoi2 )

follows a bivariate Normal distribution with correlation ρ and with, for all i, marginal distributions vcpoi1 ∼
N(r(ecpo1 ), σ2) and vcpoi2 ∼N(r(ecpo2 ), k2σ2). To conclude the proof, we must show that Πcpo

cml(p;ρ) increases

with ρ for any fixed p. This is true if the random variable V (ρ)≡minj∈{1,2}{maxi∈{1,...,n}{vcpoij }} first-order

stochastically increases with ρ, a property that we verify in the next step. Let Vj ≡maxi∈{1,...,n}{vcpoij } for

j = 1,2. Then, for any y ∈ R and fixed p, we have P(V (ρ) > y) = P(V1 > y)− P(V1 > y|V2 < y)P(V2 < y).

Clearly, P(V1 > y|V2 < y) is the only term that depends on ρ, from which it follows that V (ρ) stochastically

increases with ρ if and only if this term decreases with ρ. Note that P(V1 > y|V2 < y) = 1−P(vcpoi1 < y,vcpoi2 <

y)n/P(vcpoi2 < y)n, where the denominator is independent of ρ and where, by Lemma A2(i), P(vcpoi1 < y,vcpoi2 <

y) increases with ρ. Therefore, P(V1 > y|V2 < y) decreases with ρ.

Proof of Proposition 6. (i) By (EC.3), the buyer’s expected equilibrium profits are Πsys
sub(ρ) =

2η
(
Aµ(n)/

(
nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
))

+σµ(n)
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ. Taking the first-order derivative of Πsys
sub(ρ) with respect

to ρ yields dΠsys
sub(ρ)/dρ= kµ(n)

(
nσ2(1+k2 +2kρ)−2Aη′

(
Aµ(n)/

(
nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
)))

/(nσ(1+k2 +2kρ)3/2),

and the result follows by comparing this expression to zero.

(ii) For a given ρ, the buyer’s expected equilibrium profits are Πsys
cml(ρ) = E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{vsysi1 , v

sys
i2 }}],

where (vsysi1 , v
sys
i2 ) follows a bivariate Normal distribution with marginal distributions vsysi1 ∼ N(r(esys1 ), σ2)

and vsysi2 ∼N(r(esys2 ), k2σ2) and with correlation ρ for all i∈ {1, . . . , n}. We shall prove the claim by showing

that, for k= 1 and σ small, Πsys
cml(ρ) decreases with ρ and Πsys

cml(ρ) increases with ρ for k→∞ or σ→∞. The

result then follows directly from the continuity of Πsys
cml(ρ) and the intermediate value theorem.

Case A: k = 1. By (EC.12) we have esys1 = esys2 , from which it follows that Πsys
cml(ρ) = r(esys1 ) +

σE[maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{Xi1,Xi2}}], where (Xi1,Xi2) follows a standard bivariate Normal distribution with

correlation ρ for all i∈ {1, . . . , n}. In addition, (EC.12) together with Lemma A1(ii) implies that equilibrium

efforts are decreasing in ρ and so dr(esys1 )/dρ < 0. Therefore, limσ→0 dΠsys
cml(ρ)/dρ < 0.

Case B: k→∞ or σ→∞. We have that Πsys
cml(ρ) = E[maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{vsysi1 , v

sys
i2 }}] increases with ρ if

the random variable W (ρ)≡maxi∈{1,...,n}{min{vsysi1 , vsysi2 }} stochastically increases with ρ—or, equivalently,

if P(W (ρ)< u) = (1− P(vsysi1 ≥ u, v
sys
i2 ≥ u))n decreases with ρ for all u ∈R. This is true if P(vsysi1 ≥ u, v

sys
i2 ≥

u) = P(v̄i1 ≥ u−r(esys1 ), v̄i2 ≥ u−r(esys2 )) increases with ρ for all u∈R, where v̄i1 and v̄i2 are centered Normal

random variables. For fixed esys1 and esys2 , this probability increases with ρ by Lemma A2(ii); and for fixed ρ,

it obviously increases with esys1 and esys2 . Because both sensitivities point in the same direction, we need

only verify that esys1 and esys2 is weakly increasing in ρ as k→∞ or σ→∞. For k→∞, the claim is true

because (a) esys1 increases with ρ by (EC.16) and Lemma A1(ii) and (b) esys2 = 0 by (EC.13). For σ→∞,

from (EC.11) we have esys1 = esys2 = 0, which concludes the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 7. We prove the case of technological substitutes; the proof for technological com-

plements is identical.

(i) By Proposition 1(iv) we know that, for any n ≥ 2, the inequality Πsys
sub(n) > Πcpo

sub(n) holds if IB is

sufficiently large. Now suppose that IB →∞. In this case, the buyer will, almost surely, never select com-

ponent suppliers as the winner of a mixed contest. In turn, the involved system suppliers anticipate that no

component supplier is competing with them; hence they will choose their efforts as if they were in a system

contest with ns system suppliers. So for any given ns and nc, we obtain limIB→∞Πmix
sub (ns, nc) = Πsys

sub(ns) for

any σ > 0. Finally, by (EC.3), there is a threshold σmix
sub > 0 such that, for σ > σmix

sub and given n> ns ≥ 1, we

have Πsys
sub(n)>Πsys

sub(ns) for any IB > 0.

(ii) Combining part (i) with condition (b) yields limIB→∞Πmix
sub (ns, nc) = Πsys

sub(ns)>Πsys
sub(n)>Πcpo

sub(n). To

verify that such scenarios do exist, consider an example with parameters r(x) = x, c(x) = x2, ns = 6, nc = 1,

A= 1, AI = 0, IS = 0, IB = 0.3, σ= 0.3, k= 1, and ρ= 0. In that case, Πmix
sub (6,1) = 1.042>Πsys

sub(7) = 1.029>

Πcpo
sub(7) = 0.833 (in fact, this ordering persists for all IB ≥ 0.3).

Proof of Proposition 8. We prove the case of technological substitutes; the proof for techno-

logical complements is identical. Note that limσ→∞Πmix
sub (ns, nc) = E[max{maxi∈{1,...,ns}{ζi1 + ζi2 −

A − AI},maxk∈{1,...,nc}{ζk1} + maxk∈{1,...,nc}{ζk2} − A − IB}}] > max{E[maxi∈{1,...,ns}{ζi1 + ζi2 − A −

AI}],E[maxk∈{1,...,nc}{ζk1}+ maxk∈{1,...,nc}{ζk2}−A− IB}]}= max{limσ→∞Πsys
sub(ns), limσ→∞Πcpo

sub(nc)}.

Proof of Proposition 9. The proof is structurally equivalent to that for Proposition 4.

Proof of Proposition 10. For each case (i)–(v), we prove the result by showing that both the buyer’s

expected profits and the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts are not affected by the new assumptions on integration

costs.

(i) The results in Section B reveal that, in a system contest, not only the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts

but also the buyer’s expected profits remain unaffected when the buyer’s integration costs IB are stochastic.

In contrast, for a component contest the buyer’s expected profits are derived by replacing IB with µIB in

(EC.7) and (EC.17). As a result, Propositions 1 and 2 continue to hold if we substitute µIB for IB in the

statement.

(ii)–(iii) It follows from (EC.2) and (EC.11) that, for each supplier i, the stochasticity of integration

costs IiS does not affect effort incentives (because IiS has no effect on effort incentives in any case); also, the

participation of supplier i is guaranteed if one assumes that Ī ∈ {Isub, Icml} (cf. Assumption 1). Hence all

expressions for the buyer’s expected profits remain fully intact, which confirms the robustness of Propositions

1 and 2 with respect to stochastic supplier integration costs.

(iv) As indicated by (EC.2) and (EC.11), suppliers’ equilibrium efforts in a system contest are not affected

by the assumption that only the winning supplier incurs integration costs. And since IS <A by Assumption 1,

the winning supplier will always integrate the components and so all expressions for the buyer’s expected

profits remain intact. This result establishes the robustness of Propositions 1 and 2 with respect to winner-

specific integration costs.

(v) Suppose that, in a system contest, supplier i’s integration costs are cS(eiI) + IiS and that the per-

formance of supplier i’s submitted product is Ssys
i = t(vi1, vi2) + rS(eiI); here rS and rB (resp., cS and cB)
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reflect the same assumptions as r (resp. c). Similarly, the buyer’s integration costs in a component con-

test are cB(eI) + IB and the integrated system’s performance is given by Scpo = t(v̂1, v̂2) + rB(eI). Fol-

lowing the same steps as in Section B, one can easily show that each supplier’s development efforts are

unaffected in both a system and component contest and that equilibrium integration efforts are given by

c′S(eIS)/r′S(eIS) = (A+ AI)µ
(n)/

(
nσ
√

1 + k2 + 2kρ
)

in a system contest with technological substitutes; by

c′S(eIS)/r′S(eIS) = (A+AI)Eζi
[∑

k 6=i ft(vk)(t(vi))
∏
l 6=k,iFt(vl)(t(vi))

]
in a system contest with technological

complements; and by c′B(eIB)/r′B(eIB) = 1 in a component contest. We can then write the buyer’s expected

profits as Πsys = Eζi [maxi∈{1,...,n}{t(vsysi1 , v
sys
i2 )}] − A − (AI − rS(eIS)) in a system contest and as Πcpo =

Eζi [t(maxi∈{1,...,n}{vcpoi1 },maxi∈{1,...,n}{vcpoi2 })]−A− (cB(eIB) +µIB − rB(eIB)) in a component contest. Set-

ting A′I ≡ AI − rS(eIS) and IB ≡ cB(eIB) + µIB − rB(eIB) allows us to reproduce (1) and (4), respectively,

which establishes the robustness of Propositions 1 and 2 with respect to effort-dependent integration costs.

D. Sensitivity of Suppliers’ Equilibrium Effort

Figure EC.1 Sensitivity of Suppliers’ Equilibrium Effort
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Figure 16 Sensitivity of Suppliers’ Equilibrium Efforts
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Note. The graphs show, for different contest formats, the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts for technological substitutes

(left panels) and technological complements (right panels) as a function of the degree of component asymmetry k.

In a system contest with technological substitutes (left panels), suppliers exert the same equilibrium effort for both

components; i.e., esys1 = esys2 = esys. The parameters used here are r(x) =
√
x, c(x) = x2, n= 2, A= 1, σ = 1, AI = 0,

IS = 0, IB = 0, and ρ= 0.

Note. The graphs show, for different contest formats, the suppliers’ equilibrium efforts for technological substitutes

(left panels) and technological complements (right panels) as a function of the degree of component asymmetry k.

In a system contest with technological substitutes (left panels), suppliers exert the same equilibrium effort for both

components; i.e., esys1 = esys2 = esys. The parameters used here are r(x) =
√
x, c(x) = x2, n= 2, A= 1, σ = 1, AI = 0,

IS = 0, IB = 0, and ρ= 0.
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